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As with many churches in a rural setting, the history of Kellington Church was largely
unrecorded before Victorian times when much restoration work was carried out to a
large number of churches throughout the country. Now, thanks to its location on the
Yorkshire coalfield, the history of Kellington Church can be revealed following an
archaeological investigation which was carried out by the University of York during
1990-91 and funded by British Coal in advance of coal mining. In this work, Malcolm
Webb weaves together the various facets of the work involved and helps to reveal the
pre-Victorian history of Kellington Church which might otherwise have remained a
mystery.

1. Aerial view of the Church of St Edmund, Kellington showing the
tower dismantled and stored under blue plastic sheets in the
foreground. It’s proximity to Eggborough Power Station in the middle
distance and Drax Power Station in the far distance can clearly be
seen.
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INTRODUCTION

2. The Church of St Edmund, Kellington in 1989 before any works were carried out.

The church of St. Edmund King & Martyr at Kellington near Goole first came to my
attention in late 1989 whilst I was Head of Subsidence at British Coal’s North Yorkshire
Area Headquarters. As well as investigating, assessing and repairing damage caused by
coal mining subsidence, my department also provided estimates of the likely cost of
repairing subsidence damage in respect of proposed new mining; those estimates formed
part of the process of British Coal’s overall planning and financial assessment. The
preparation of such estimates was usually a time-consuming and rather routine, often
boring, task which involved hours of pouring over plans, calculating stresses and
strains, counting the number of properties likely to be affected and assessing the level of
damage likely to be caused by the particular planned workings; I usually gave the
pleasure of preparing such estimates to my staff. The proposal to open up a new coal
face north-east of Kellingley Colliery (into an area which had never previously been
undermined) appeared, at first sight, to require very little work to estimate the likely
cost of repairing consequent damage. The only property to be affected was Kellington
Church and so, armed with my passion for history generally and a love of churches in
particular, I decided to prepare this estimate myself and duly set off on a sunny
September afternoon and headed for new territory at Kellington and a pleasant walk
around the church and its environs.
It quickly became apparent that all was not well. St Edmund King & Martyr,
Kellington was a beautiful mediaeval church in a very poor state of repair and the tower
particularly appeared to have suffered movement and damage over a very long period of
time -- just how long a period of time was to be revealed later. As a result of my visit,
my report to British Coal was rather brief and the conclusion even briefer. I did not
consider that the church would withstand the effects of mining subsidence and the tower
would most likely be brought to a state of collapse. My recommendation, therefore, was
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that the proposed mining should be redesigned to avoid working anywhere near
Kellington Church and I assumed that the planners would re-think the whole proposal.
I was wrong. Due to geological problems underground, the whole future of Kellingley
Colliery, and the jobs of almost 2,000 people, rested on quickly developing new coal
reserves to the north-east of the colliery; and the quickest, easiest and most direct way
of gaining access to those new reserves was by driving a production coal face under
Kellington Church on the way. There was no alternative and so a scheme had to be
devised which would maintain the structural integrity of the church whilst this
undermining was taking place.
The proposals involved underpinning the church and constructing new foundations
incorporating facilities to jack the church back to level following future mine workings.
Unfortunately, the structural stability of the tower was such that it would not withstand
the underpinning and so it was decided that the only way to deal with this problem was
to dismantle the tower and re-erect it on new foundations.
One of the conditions imposed by the Church Commissioners and English Heritage, in
return for permission to dismantle and re-erect the tower, was that a full archaeological
survey must be carried out to carefully record everything which would be destroyed by
the civil engineering works. This was done by the Department of Archaeology at the
University of York, and involved the total excavation of the interior of the church and of
the immediate external surroundings to at least six metres outside the church walls and
down to a depth of approximately two metres, a total of about 700 cubic metres of
archaeological deposits. It also involved numbering every single stone in the tower as it
was dismantled, and recording its precise location on a plan for use during the
rebuilding process.
An archaeological “dig” of this kind would normally be carried out at a leisurely pace
using student archaeologists from university during vacations as a practical field
exercise in support of their studies. This was not possible at Kellington due to the very
short time available and so professional archaeologists were employed on the project,
with as many as fifty at one period working round the clock on shifts. This had a
significant effect on the cost of the excavations which ultimately totalled over £700,000.
In spite of early opposition to the proposals and some technical problems along the way,
the project was completed in time to protect the church from the advancing mining. We
had initially sought to dismantle the tower and wait until after the mining had taken
place before re-erecting it. This was objected to by all parties which placed great
pressure on the archaeologists, engineers and contractors. Nevertheless, the church was
safely founded on a reinforced concrete ring beam and seventeen bridge bearings by the
time the effects of mining became apparent.
This was said to have been the most extensive archaeological survey of a church in use
which had been carried out at that time, and was certainly the first time that a
mediaeval church tower had been completely dismantled and re-erected in this way in
the UK, although a similar project had apparently been undertaken in France some
years before.
A full account of the work carried out by British Coal at Kellington Church was first
presented as an illustrated technical talk by me to the Annual General Meeting of the
Yorkshire Branch of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors in April 1991. Since
then, I have given the talk to many and varied organisations, placing the emphasis on
the historical and archaeological aspects of the work rather than the technical which, I
felt, would be of greater interest to a wider listening audience. Publishing the account
as a book now gives the opportunity to discuss some of the technical aspects in greater
detail. As thirteen years had elapsed between carrying out the work and the writing of
this book, I considered it appropriate, as with all historical research, to return to my
original sources to confirm that my telling and re-telling of the story as an illustrated
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talk during those years had not resulted in some of the facts and figures becoming
corrupted. I am therefore indebted to the Coal Authority and UK Coal plc who gave me
unrestricted access to the files of the former British Coal relating to Kellington Church.
The chapters on the archaeology and the history of the church, and the chapter on the
civil engineering works, were all originally written for the technical presentation given
in April 1991. They have been revised and updated since then in the light of further
knowledge and additional research. The chapter about the legend of St Edmund was
specifically researched by me and written for this book.
Any comments or observations made by me concerning the involvement of British Coal
are entirely my own and do not purport to represent the views or policies of British Coal
as they exist now or existed at the time. For all practical purposes, British Coal ceased
to exist at privatisation in 1994 but still exists as a corporate body for the purposes of
dealing with the outstanding liabilities of British Coal which were not passed to the
Coal Authority. These liabilities are largely connected with claims for compensation for
industrial injury and disease.
In compiling this account of the work undertaken at Kellington Church by, or at the
expense of, British Coal, I have been privileged to have access to many papers, both
published and unpublished, and I am deeply indebted to the various people and
organisations who gave me permission to use their material.

In particular, Parts 2 and 3 of this book relating to the history of the church and the
archaeological investigations draw on the material contained in 3 papers:1.

“Kellington St Edmund – An Archaeological Assessment” (1990) by Richard
Morris;

2.

“Archaeological Investigations at Kellington 1990-1991” (1991) by Caroline
Atkins, Richard Morris and Warwick Rodwell; and

3.

“The Archaeology of Kellington Church” (1992) by Andrew Josephs.

This latter paper was produced to commemorate the re-opening of the church in 1992
and was available to all who attended the re-dedication as well as being distributed to
the public during information meetings and presentations held in the local village hall.

I make no attempt in this book to unravel the mysteries of the archaeological findings at
Kellington; I merely report them from the perspective of an involved professional with a
mining engineering background, and an avid interest in all things historical. I leave the
analysis of the findings to others better qualified who have already published essays on
the results or may do so in the future.
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PART ONE
THE LEGEND OF St EDMUND KING and MARTYR
In order to better understand the historical importance of Kellington Church, it is
perhaps appropriate to consider first the life -- some would say legend -- surrounding the
saint who lent the church his name.
Edmund was the last Anglo-Saxon king of the East Angles, one of the kingdoms of
England which emerged after the Romans withdrew from Southern Britain in the fifth
century. After the Romans left, the people of Britannia, as it was then called, were left
to defend themselves and many small states developed under local tribal rulers. By the
beginning of the eighth century a group of seven states had emerged, generally referred
to as the “Heptarchy”, which dominated most of southern England. These were the
Kingdoms of Kent; the South Saxons (Surrey and Sussex); the East Angles (East
Anglia); the East Saxons (Essex and Middlesex); the West Saxons or Wessex (Devon,
Dorset, Somerset and part of Cornwall); Northumbria (Northumberland, Durham, and
Yorkshire); and Mercia (Gloucestershire, Leicestershire and Cheshire). The seven
kingdoms battled amongst themselves for supremacy for many centuries but eventually
Wessex under Alfred the Great (849-901), who became King of Wessex in 871, united the
seven kingdoms in the fight against the Viking invaders. In the process, he over-ran all
the kingdoms south of the Humber to form a new kingdom known as Angle-Land or
England, over which he and his descendants ruled until the Norman invasion of 1066.
The nearest contemporary source about St Edmund is the simple record of the death of
this otherwise unknown king in the Anglo Saxon Chronicle, which was commissioned by
Alfred the Great and transcribed from older texts by monks between 877 and 899.
“A.D. 870.
This year the army rode over Mercia into East-Anglia, and
there fixed their winter-quarters at Thetford. And in the winter King
Edmund fought with them; but the Danes gained the victory, and slew the
king; whereupon they overran all that land, and destroyed all the
monasteries to which they came. The names of the leaders who slew the
king were Hingwar and Hubba.” [Source: “The Anglo Saxon Chronicle”:
Britannia 1996]
Other details of St Edmund and his martyrdom come from sources more distant from
the date of death and it is therefore difficult to separate fact from legend. The definitive
story of the life of St Edmund was written in 985 by Abbo of Fleury who was then a
monk at Canterbury and who died in 1004. His account is said to have come from a
story told to him by Archbishop Dunstan who heard it as a young man from a very old
man who claimed to have been St Edmund’s armour bearer on the battlefield. This is
just about possible chronologically, but that is all. There are also many accounts of the
miracles performed in the name of St Edmund, including “St Edmund’s Life in Verse”
compiled by the poet John Lydgate, a monk at St Edmundsbury, who dedicated his book
to Henry VI. Manuscript copies of many of these can be found in several libraries,
including the Norfolk Library, belonging to the Royal Society.
Edmund, King of East Anglia, saint and martyr, was born about 840 and became king in
855. He was crowned by Humbert, Bishop of Elman, on Christmas Day 855 at Burum, a
royal villa on the River Stour. In 870 he led his army against the Viking invaders but
was defeated at the Battle of Hoxne. Whether he simply died on the battlefield, or was
subjected to the dramatic martyrdom which his later followers imagined, is debateable.
The earliest and most reliable accounts of Edmund describe him as being descended
from the kings of East Anglia. A much later legend has him born in Nuremberg,
Germany, the son of an unknown king, Alcmund of Saxony. Edmund supposedly sailed
© Malcolm Webb 2006
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to England and landed at what is now St Edmund’s Head near Hunstanton, Norfolk.
This later legend, with its German connection, is almost certainly false and is believed
to arise from a mistaken translation of the original Anglo-Saxon text.
Although he was only fifteen when he was crowned, Edmund apparently showed himself
as a true leader who was anxious to treat all his subjects with equal and fair justice.
The peace and happiness of his people were his main concern, leading him to establish
an impartial system of justice, administration and religious authority. He was a devout
Christian and retired for a year to his royal tower at Hunstanton to learn the whole
Psalter by heart, as the monks did, so that he could recite it regularly and at will as the
need arose. The book which Edmund used for that purpose was said to have been kept
at St. Edmundsbury till the dissolution under Henry VIII.
Edmund had reigned peacefully for almost fifteen years by appeasing the Danes but
they invaded his Kingdom nonetheless in about 869. Hinguar and Hubba, two brothers,
were the most savage of all the Viking invaders who landed in England. They spent the
first winter with the East Angles and then, having made a truce with them, sailed north
in the summer and landed at the mouth of the Tweed. From there, they plundered the
northern lands of Northumberland and Mercia before continuing their march
southwards through Lincolnshire, Northamptonshire and Cambridgeshire. They had
such a hatred of the Christian name that they destroyed the religious houses they came
upon and massacred the priests. The monasteries at Bardney, Crowland, Peterborough,
Ely and Huntingdon were levelled to the ground, and the religious inhabitants
murdered.
King Edmund raised what forces he could and met part of the invading Viking army
near Thetford and dispersed it, but not before the marauding army had burned Thetford
to the ground. Shortly afterwards, the Vikings were reinforced with fresh numbers and
Edmund realised that his small army was no match for them. Being unwilling to
sacrifice the lives of his soldiers in vain, he disbanded his troops and made for his castle
at Framlingham, in Suffolk. Hinguar and Hubba sent him proposals for peace which he
duly rejected as they were prejudicial to his people and contrary to his Christian faith;
he declared his religion dearer to him than his mortal life.
They fastened him in chains and beat and whipped him but he continued to refuse to
renounce his faith, all the while reciting from the Psalter. Eventually, exasperated by
his refusal to submit, they tied him to a tree and fired arrows at him before Hinguar
brought the torture to an end by commanding that Edmund’s head be cut off. When the
Vikings left the battlefield, they threw the head into thick brambles so that it would not
be found and could not be buried with the body; but the head was delivered to the people
by a tame wolf -- the first of many miracles. The head and body were laid to rest
together and were miraculously rejoined, leaving only a bloody scar like a red silk scarf
covering the place where they had been severed.
Edmund’s martyrdom was thus completed by his death on 20th November 870 in the
twenty-ninth year of his life at Hoxne, which was soon to become the home of a priory of
monks which bore his name. Edmund was the only English king until Charles I to die
for his religious beliefs as well as in defence of his throne, and within 30 years of his
death, he was regarded as a martyr and a saint and many miracles were said to have
happened in his name.

One night, a blind man and a boy who was leading him, were walking through the
woods near Hoxne. They decided to stay the night in what turned out to be the wooden
chapel constructed over St. Edmund’s grave. They were initially terrified to have
stumbled across the martyr’s grave, but decided to overcome their fears and stay in the
chapel and use the grave as a pillow for the night. They had barely closed their eyes
© Malcolm Webb 2006
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when a column of light suddenly illuminated the whole place. The boy woke up his
master, thinking the place was on fire; but the blind man calmed him down, assuring
him that their host would not let them come to harm. Come the dawn, the blind man
could see thanks to St Edmund’s prayers.
The news of this miracle spread throughout East Anglia, and the people resolved to
remove the body of their saint to a safer and more honourable shrine. From that first
burial-place at Hoxne, where his body had lain for over 30 years, it was taken to the
Saxon township of Beodricswyrth in Suffolk in about 903, whose monastery (founded by
St Sigebert in the seventh century) had been destroyed by the Danes. A new timber
church was built there to house the shrine. The influence of St Edmund survived the
Norman Conquest to become the focus for the development of the largest abbey in
Europe at the time. The Abbey of St Edmund was founded as the greatest-ever
Benedictine Monastery by King Canute in 1021 but was dismantled in the 16th century
under the Dissolution of Henry VIII and fell into ruin. The Deed of Surrender was
signed in 1539 by Abbott Reeve and he and his 41 monks were retired and pensioned-off
by the Crown.
Local people began to venerate St Edmund and his new burial site very quickly became
a place of pilgrimage. A special coin was minted in his name, bearing the legend “sce
eadmund rex” (St Edmund the King), which circulated for approximately 20 years from
about 890. About 2,000 examples are known of but it is not known by whose authority
the coins were circulated. They carry no other identification apart from a central cross
surrounded by the name of the moneyer. The letter “A” features on the other side which
is also to be found on earlier currencies having their origins in East Anglia.
Another legend recounts the story of Reginald the Ropemaker of Abingdon and his wife
Mabel, who were expecting their first child in 1175. They went on a pilgrimage to the
shrine of St Edmund King & Martyr and it was there that Mabel first felt the baby kick.
They knew then that the baby would be a boy and they decided to call him Edmund.
The child was born on November 20, the feast day of St Edmund, and it was a boy as
they had hoped; but the child was born dead. He lay cold and still, and nothing which
they were able to do could make him respond. In despair, Reginald told his wife that he
would go and prepare a grave for their firstborn child, but Mabel wanted the child to be
baptized first. The priest came and poured water over little Edmund, baptizing him in
the name of the Father, and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. At once, the child began
to stir and while his parents stared in amazement and joy, little Edmund began to cry.
To Mabel, her first son -- later to be named Archbishop of Canterbury and to become
known as St Edmund of Abingdon (1175-1240) -- was a special gift from the Lord.
St Edmund King & Martyr was considered by succeeding English Kings as their special
patron and was declared the first Patron Saint of England, remaining so until St George
took precedence over him in 1415 following the Battle of Agincourt. The legend of St
Edmund spread all over England and some 60 Anglo-Saxon churches were dedicated to
his memory. The town of Beodricswyrth was renamed St Edmundsbury about 925, a
name which was still in common use into the 17th century although it had come to be
known by its modern name of Bury St Edmunds some time before. Interestingly, the
local administrative authority is now known as St Edmundsbury Borough Council
following local government re-organisation in 1974.
It is easy to believe that St Edmundsbury, or Bury St Edmunds, is so-called because it is
the burial place of St Edmund. This is not strictly the case. In the Anglo Saxon
language the word “bury” signifies a court or palace and has no connection with its
modern meaning relating to burials.
The feast of St. Edmund was recognised amongst the Holy Days of the kingdom by the
National Council of Oxford in 1222 but it was omitted in the later constitutions of
Archbishop Simon Islep, who redefined certain holidays in 1362. The Feast of St
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Edmund is still celebrated, however, on 20th November -- St Edmund’s Day -- although it
is no longer officially recognised by the Church as a religious festival
An idea of the size of the cult following St Edmund can be judged by the entries in the
Domesday survey 1086, where the Benedictine Monastery of St Edmund had 300
separate holdings of land throughout the east of England. The Abbey had complete
legal jurisdiction over the eight Hundreds of West Suffolk which was known for many
years as the Liberty of St Edmund and which survived intact as the County of West
Suffolk until 1974.
There are still 25 Anglican churches in England specifically dedicated to St Edmund
King & Martyr and 44 dedicated to St Edmund, although a few of the latter could
possibly be dedicated to the memory of St Edmund of Abingdon (1175-1240), Archbishop
of Canterbury. Whilst the majority of churches dedicated to St Edmund, in one form or
the other, are in East Anglia, only 9 of the King & Martyr churches are north of The
Wash: Allestree in the Diocese of Derby; Fenny Bentley (Derby); Sutton (Lincoln); Leeds
(Ripon & Leeds); Marske (Ripon & Leeds); Holme Pierrepoint (Southwell); Mansfield
Woodhouse (Southwell); Kellington (Wakefield) and Fraisthorpe (York).
Of the Catholic churches in England, only 4 are specifically dedicated to St Edmund:
Beckenham in the Roman Catholic diocese of Southwark; Millwall (Westminster);
Edmonton (Westminster) and Calne (Clifton). It is, of course, quite possible that these
are not dedicated to our St Edmund King & Martyr at all; there is one church in
Bournemouth in the diocese of Portsmouth which is dedicated to “The Annunciation and
St Edmund Campion”.
It is probable that some churches originally dedicated to the memory of St Edmund have
since been re-dedicated to other saints. One notable example is the church now known
as the “Church of the Holy Sepulchre Without Newgate” in London. This was built on
the site of a Saxon church originally dedicated to St. Edmund and was known for some
time as “St Edmund without Newgate” indicating its position outside the city walls. The
church became known as “St. Edmund and the Holy Sepulchre” during the years 1103 to
1173, when it was in the care of the Augustinian canons who were Knights of the Holy
Sepulchre. Its position just outside the north-west gate of the city made it a useful
starting point for crusaders and the fact that it also mirrored the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre in Jerusalem led to the name becoming abbreviated to "St. Sepulchre." The
church was later rebuilt and much enlarged in 1450 and was then rededicated with its
present name.
Edmund’s body was said to have been stolen from St Edmundsbury by French troops on
their way south after the Battle of Lincoln in 1217 and taken to Toulouse. As with much
of the history of St Edmund it is difficult to separate fact from legend. There is little
real evidence to suggest that the French army retreated south via East Anglia. Yet, in
his essay entitled “St Edmund's Corpse: Defeat into Victory”, Norman Scarfe records the
presence of a body in the Cathedral of St Sernin, Toulouse, which is described as Corpus
S Eadmundi Regis Anglie (the body of St Edmund, King of the English). This body
would appear to have been in the cathedral by 1270, and French legend has it that the
body had been stolen from St Edmundsbury during the time of the Barons’ disputes with
King John. (King John caught dysentery and died in Newark in October 1216, a year
after signing the Magna Carta).
At the time of the Dissolution, the commissioners record the large size of the shrine of St
Edmund and describe the property taken from the Abbey itself, but there is no record of
the body of St Edmund, and nothing to reveal whether or not it was still entombed in
the shrine.
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The relics of St Edmund, if indeed that is what they were, were offered back to Britain
in 1901, at the time of the consecration of Westminster Cathedral where they were to be
placed in a new shrine. The body was brought to Newhaven in Sussex and kept in the
chapel of the Duke of Norfolk's house at Arundel until the new shrine was ready.
Unfortunately, correspondence in the press at the time revealed the considerable doubts
of historians and theologians that the corpse was that of St Edmund. The plan to take
the body to Westminster was abandoned and so it remains at Arundel to this day. A
tiny fragment of the body was taken to the Catholic church in Bury St Edmunds in the
1960’s. There is an ancient prophecy that all the saint's relics will be returned to Bury
St Edmunds before the end of the world.

On 20th November 2006 (the Feast of St Edmund) a petition was handed in at 10
Downing Street to request changing the Patron Saint of England from St George to St
Edmund. This petition was organised by Radio Suffolk on behalf of its listeners. The
official reply, dated 29th November 2006, reads:“I am replying on behalf of the Prime Minister to thank you for the petition
you handed in to 10 Downing Street on 20th November regarding the
patron saint of England. Mr Blair would like to reply personally, but I
regret that the many calls on his time mean that this is not always
possible.
The Government is not planning to change the patron saint of England
from St George to St Edmund.
Mr Blair appreciates the time you and your listeners have taken to write to
him.”

The legend of St Edmund King & Martyr is not the only legend associated with
Kellington Church. There is a legend of the slaying of a dragon associated with
Kellington which is very similar to legends of dragon-slaying elsewhere in Yorkshire, at
Loschy Mill near Helmsley, and Slingsby near Malton .
Centuries ago the dragon, which caused great havoc amongst the flocks of sheep in the
neighbourhood of Kellington, was greatly feared by the inhabitants. A shepherd named
Ormroyd had more courage than his fellows and did battle with the reptile and killed it
with his crook after a savage struggle; both Ormroyd and his dog lost their lives in the
process.
A stone with carved markings (which could be interpreted as representing a cross, a
man with clasped hands, a dog and a serpent) was discovered in Kellington churchyard
and may at one time have served as a coffin lid. Dragon legends have it that such
“serpent’s stones” were used to cover the graves of dragon slayers. A field in the vicinity
bears the name of Armroyd Close and is said to have been presented to the hero's
descendants by his neighbours as a token of their gratitude.
In the “Loschy Mill” legend it was a knight, Sir Peter Loschy, and his dog who did battle
and at Slingsby it was Sir William Wyville, but otherwise the legends are the same.
Such legends are to be found almost anywhere one cares to look and the most famous
one of all, of course, is that of St George and the Dragon. How such legends have
developed I will leave to the reader’s further research but Cooper, in his book “After the
Flood”, suggests that they are nothing other than allegorical tales signifying the
triumph of Christianity over Paganism.
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PART TWO
THE CHURCH of St. EDMUND KELLINGTON
The parish church of St. Edmund, Kellington is a Grade I Listed Building situated in a
rather bleak and isolated position surrounded by arable land approximately 400 metres
south west of the edge of the present village. It sits on a low sandy hill about 9 metres
above the lowest part of the village on the south side of the Aire Valley in the shadow of
Eggborough Power Station, with very little shelter from the prevailing winds and rain.
Whilst its address is Kellington near Goole, the village does, in fact, lie only four miles
east of Knottingley in West Yorkshire.
The present church is interesting in
demonstrating the size to which such a building could have developed by the 12th
century. Indeed, early investigation of the foundations proved that the 12th century
building was a structure of very considerable architectural quality. On the other hand,
Victorian restoration and rebuilding work, together with the ravages of time and
weather, have taken their toll on the church and its architectural significance is not now
as great as it once was. The apparent importance of the church in the 12th century led to
an initial belief that the present church was in fact successor to an earlier building, very
possibly of pre-conquest origin, and this was verified by the later archaeological
excavations; the pre-Norman church is described later.
The present church consists of a nave, with a west tower, a five-bay north aisle, south
porch and a chancel with a two-bay north chapel. It is generally constructed throughout
in limestone, but the archaeologists had some difficulty in visually unravelling the
earliest phases of the present church. Quite a number of the earlier features of the
building -- the south door, the lancet windows in the nave and chancel, the tower arch
and the north arcade -- all fit with a date around 1200 and are in a style that used to be
called “Transitional” (lying somewhere between the “Romanesque” and “Gothic” periods
of architecture). Those features would suggest that, by this date, the church had
attained virtually its present plan dimensions. The west tower appears to be
constructed in 3 lifts and, with the exception of the buttresses, the lower two may be 12th
or 13th century, while the belfry stage is likely to be of the 14th century. The clerestory
to the nave is also a 14th century addition, probably constructed at the time the belfry
stage was added to the tower. The south porch is a typical 15th century structure and is
believed to have been added in about 1450.
The Victorian restoration and rebuilding work took place between 1866 and 1870,
during which time some later mediaeval and some post-mediaeval features were lost.
During this period, the whole north wall of the north aisle was rebuilt, (probably on the
mediaeval foundations of the original north aisle), the nave floor was re-laid (partly at a
lower level) and much repair was done to the exterior fabric generally, although from
the appearance of the stonework this repair also involved the rebuilding of other areas
of the church, notably parts of the south and east walls of the chancel and their
associated buttresses.
The best-preserved mediaeval features in the church are the north arcade and the tower
arch, and later mediaeval alterations have left a number of features of some interest
including several perpendicular windows with varying mouldings.
There are two aspects of St. Edmund’s historic setting which are worthy of additional
comment -- the isolation of the church and the form of the churchyard. Isolation from
modern settlement is, apparently, a fairly common condition of mediaeval parish
churches, and whilst there is no general explanation there are certain possible causes
which have been identified, including settlement shift (where growth at one end of a
settlement is accompanied by retraction at the other); desertion (due to abandonment for
one reason or another, occasionally due to abrupt disaster such as plague or flood);
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manorial influence (where the church may originally have been established by a local
lord as his own private chapel); or ecclesiastical influence (some parish churches
originated as monasteries or priories). In the case of Kellington, Richard Morris (in
“Kellington St Edmund – An Archaeological Assessment” 1990) argues the possibility
that the church was already remote from the village by the 12th century, so discounting
the possibility of settlement shift or desertion, and that the manorial influence might be
the most probable cause, although the idea of a monastery on the site could not be ruled
out. Mediaeval monastic churchyards were usually of curved formation and the
churchyard at Kellington appears originally to have had this form on its northern
boundary and to have been “squared-off” somewhat on three sides.
Although the history of the church is well recorded from 1867 onwards, there is little
written about the church before this date. The first recorded references to Kellington
appear in the Domesday Book of 1086:1.
“In Chelinctone [sic], Bathr had 2 caracutes of land taxable where
1 plough is possible. Now Alric has it from Ilbert. He has there ½
plough and 1 villager and 2 smallholders. Woodland pasture, ½ league
long and 3 furlongs wide. Meadow, 3 acres. Value before 1066 20
shillings, now 5 shillings.”
2.
“In Chellinctone [sic], Bathr had 2 caracutes of land taxable
where 1 plough is possible. Now the same man has it from Ilbert. He
has there 1 plough and 2 villagers with 1 plough. Value before 1066 20
shillings, now 5 shillings. To this manor belongs jurisdiction in
Eggborough, 2 caracutes of land taxable where there are 2 villagers and
1 smallholder with a plough”. [Source: Philimore’s History From the
Sources: Volume 30 The Domesday Survey of Yorkshire, 1986].
Although no mention is made in these entries of the existence of a church, this is of no
great significance as the compilers of the survey were not comprehensive in their
recording of churches. The church must, however, have existed well before 1177 as it
had by then been granted by Henry de Laci to the Knights Templar at nearby Temple
Hirst; Henry de Laci died in 1177 whilst fighting in the Crusades.
The Order of Knights Templar was a military order formed in the early 12th century to
defend the Holy Land against Muslims, but 200 years later the Templars fell into
disfavour with the authorities. Charges were brought against them of heresy and their
lands were confiscated. Temple Hirst (believed by many to be the setting for Sir Walter
Scott’s “Ivanhoe”) was in the charge of Ivo de Etton who was arrested in 1308 along with
his Steward, Adam de Crak, and other Knights; they were called to answer the charges
at a trial in York 2 years later. The evidence against them was not sufficient to bring a
conviction but the Knights Templar agreed to disband in return for release from prison
and absolution. The formal order to dissolve the Templars in Yorkshire was issued in
August 1312 by Archbishop Greenfield from Cawood by order of Pope Clement V.
Kellington Church had also been at the centre of a dispute between the Templars and
the abbot of Hirst Priory about tithes from an affiliated chapel at Whitley and who
should have them, the Templars through Kellington Church or the abbot through Snaith
Church. This dispute was instrumental in determining where the inhabitants of
Whitley should worship. They were allowed to attend Snaith Church at Christmas, for
the Purification and at Whitsuntide, but the rest of the time they must attend
Kellington which was also to provide a minister for the little chapel at Whitley. This
arrangement still exists today, some 800 years later.
Existence of a church at Kellington prior to 1177 is also implied by the witnessing of a
charter of 1165 by a certain John who was then described as “clericus of Kellington”.
John de Kellington was appointed Rector by the Knights Templar in 1185 and they still
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held the church and lands in their final audit in 1308. It appears that they afterwards
passed into the hands of the Knights Hospitaller, which originated in the 11th century as
The Order of the Hospital of Saint John of Jerusalem, a monastic brotherhood caring for
the needs of pilgrims in the Holy Land. Whereas the Knights Templar fought in the
crusades as combatants, the Knights Hospitaller found themselves serving as medics.
A vicarage was established in 1239 and Robert de Melburn was appointed first vicar.
Under the Reformation of Henry VIII, the church passed into the hands of the Masters
and Fellows of Trinity College, Cambridge who appointed Richard More as Vicar in
1528. The Masters and Fellows of Trinity College are quoted as “impropriators” of the
chancel in the 1770 Terrier, the 1772 Act of Enclosure and most subsequent Terriers but
sources before 1867 say little of the building itself, although the Terrier of 1684 reports
the fabric to be “in good repair” but does not go into any detail.
The year 1867 saw the first recorded changes in the church, when a substantial
campaign of repair, re-building and refurbishment was put in hand. This included the
re-building of the south and east walls of the chancel, the north wall of the aisle and new
floors in the nave and chancel. The drawings of the church for the Victorian restoration
are signed “W. H. Crossland Architect F.R.I.B.A.” and are dated 1867. They clearly show
the church as it existed then and the changes which were proposed, and a prayer and
citation to the archbishop describes the church and the proposed works in great detail.
William Henry Crossland (1835-1908) was one of the leading architects of his day,
practising from 25 Park Square, Leeds. He was a pupil of Sir George Gilbert Scott and
became FRIBA in 1867. Whilst he specialised in church building and restoration, his
three most famous buildings have no ecclesiastical connection: Rochdale Town Hall;
Holloway Sanatorium, Virginia Water; and the Royal Holloway College, Egham.
In “The National Gazetteer of Great Britain and Ireland” 1868, Kellington is described
as “a parish in the lower division of the wapentake of Osgoldcross, West Riding County
of York”. It was 6½ miles from its postal town of Pontefract and 1 mile from the railway
station at Whitley. The Gazetteer also records that the parish “is noted for its superior
breed of sheep and short-horned cattle, also the quality of its barley for malting
purposes”. Its record of the church is brief, noting only that it is an ancient structure
dedicated to St Edmund with a low, square, western tower containing three bells, and
having a poorly-sculptured ancient stone cross in the churchyard. The church was then
in the patronage of Trinity College, Cambridge and produced a living valued at £300 and
the parochial charities produced about £5 per annum.
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PART THREE
ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS
The proposals to carry out the civil engineering works described later in Part 4 had to be
the subject of a series of formal consents from a variety of interested bodies, and
collective consultations were carried out with all parties before serious design work
could be undertaken. The agreement of all parties could only be achieved on condition
that the proposed scheme included the provision of an archaeological survey of those
parts of the church which would be destroyed by the excavations. With agreement
reached and the necessary permissions granted, the church of St. Edmund, Kellington
was formally closed in September 1990 and effectively became an archaeological “dig”.
The parishioners continued their worship at nearby Whitley and were not able to return
to Kellington until December 1991.
Archaeological investigations in and around the parish church of St. Edmund,
Kellington were carried out between October 1990 and April 1991 under the auspices of
the Department of Archaeology, University of York. The work involved total excavation
of the interior of the church and of the immediate surroundings of the nave and chancel,
coupled with recording of the tower, both before and during its dismantling prior to reconstruction.
The site provided excellent conditions for the preservation of bone samples due to its
relatively dry nature. Test boreholes sunk during the initial site survey were found to
be dry for the most part and daily measurements of water levels in the boreholes showed
the water table to be at least nine metres below ground level.
The first phase of the project prior to the contractors moving on site, involved the
recording and planning of gravestones around the building together with internal
fixtures and fittings, followed by total excavation of the nave, chancel, north aisle and
chapels and their exterior surroundings, together with a stone-by-stone record of the
tower. The structure was recorded from photogrametric drawings, augmented and
amended by direct measurement from scaffolding.
The second phase included excavation of the porch and archaeological monitoring of the
tower as it was dismantled, followed by excavation of the site of the tower and an area to
the south of the porch.
In all, the excavation of phases one and two involved the careful extraction of some 700
cubic metres of archaeological deposits, an enterprise upon which a total of 50
archaeologists were engaged at one stage. In order to complete the investigations within
the rigid deadlines which were imposed, work took place seven days a week and from
early December 1990 work went on during the night as well, the interior of the building
having been specially lit for that purpose by rows of colour-matching fluorescent tubes to
allow for night-time photography of the finds. The sensitive nature of the works and the
vulnerability of the church led to a decision to also floodlight the outside and to employ
security guards during the hours when the site was unoccupied. One particular night, a
new security guard was on duty who was less than happy with the idea of being in a
churchyard with exposed burial remains. His first walk around the site led him to
express concerns to his colleague about all the “skellingtons” looking up at him from the
ground as he walked round. He failed to turn up for his next shift, and for some time
afterwards the church became known, at least amongst the security staff, as
“Skellington Church”.
The excavations at Kellington are believed to be the largest concerning a parish church
in use which had taken place in the United Kingdom at that time. Coupled with the
detailed study of parts of the superstructure and the controlled dismantling of the tower,
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the record may well prove to be the most comprehensive which has yet been made. The
need to excavate both around the church and throughout its interior to depths
approaching two metres provided a unique opportunity to explore the history of the
church and the site which it occupies.
The graveyard at Kellington was mapped by the archaeological team using a
geographical information system (GIS) so that the results could be fed into a computer.
The position of all the memorials, paths and trees was carefully recorded on a detailed
plan which was then digitised and fed into the GIS for later analysis. There were 701
in-situ memorials in the graveyard, with 651 being in good enough condition to be able
to decipher the date. The earliest external memorial was dated 1703 but there were few
other 18th century memorials. These early graves were largely to the south of the
church, in the area near the South Porch, which would have had a higher social status
than other areas. The north side of the church was not utilised for memorialised burials
until the mid 1800’s. This area of churches was usually reserved before then for the
burial of those who were socially outcast from the community – murderers, felons and
those who had committed suicide -- who were often denied a full Christian burial. The
north door in a church is usually referred to as “The Devil’s Door”.
Although the majority of the graves disturbed during the works dated from mediaeval to
late Victorian, there were six burials less than 100 years old in the excavated area with
dates of 1905, 1918, 1919, 1925, 1928 and 1981. These had to be the subject of family
permissions and applications to the Home Office for exhumation certificates, with the
later burial exhumed and re-interred elsewhere in the churchyard. The detailed plan of
the graveyard was used to reinstate to their original location those memorials which
needed to be removed during the works. (See Appendix 3 for a list of the memorials
disturbed and reinstated).
The historic funerary sequence on the site became clear as the excavations proceeded.
Before the existing church was commenced, the summit of the sandy knoll upon which it
stands was the scene of what appears to have been a single funeral involving the burial
of an individual oriented on a S-N alignment, possibly under a cairn of large cobbles,
boulders and quartz pebbles which was later dispersed. No positive date for the burial
can yet be given; it may be pre-historic, but early and best estimates were that it was
more likely to date from the period 550-750 AD; the skeletal remains were removed to
York University for further investigation and may yet be the subject of carbon dating
techniques. Why this individual was buried in the S-N alignment is not known. Some
may be inclined to argue that the orientation of the body may be an indication that this
was not a Christian burial as such burials are on a broadly E-W alignment; but there is
ample archaeological evidence to suggest that many pre-Christian burials were also
broadly aligned E-W. Bertram Puckle, in “Funeral Customs: Their Origin and
Development”, suggests that E-W orientation is not primarily of Christian origin, but a
relic of the rites of the early sun-worshippers. The practice which governed the erection
of pagan temples is often seen in the orientation of Christian churches with the altar in
each case arranged in relation to the rising sun. Many of our churches are built, not
only in the eastward direction, but towards that point in the east from which the sun
would rise on the feast day of the Saint to which the particular church is dedicated; an
example of pagan rites carried forward into Christian practice.
Some time after the N-S burial, a cemetery (which I shall refer to as Cemetery One) was
laid across the sandy hill. One of the burials sliced through the S-N grave, suggesting
that some time had elapsed between the burial under the cairn and the development of
Cemetery One. Burials from this cemetery were also detected to the south, north and
east of the church as well as beneath the foundations of the building.
Burials in Cemetery One were characterised by a broadly east-west orientation, and the
occurrence of charred planks was a feature, as was the presence of quartz pebbles in
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some graves, these occasionally being found in the skeletal hand.
Cemetery One is estimated to have been in use for at least 100 years and its origins to
lie before about 1000 AD. Within the excavated area no structural remains of a church
were found to accompany this cemetery, thus indicating its primary use as a burial
ground and not as a place of worship.
Before the end of the 11th century, a group of graves within Cemetery One appears to
have been systematically and carefully exhumed, and it could be that this work was
done in preparation for the construction of a building. The area of exhumation was
about the same size as a rectangular platform of pitched thin magnesian limestone flags
set in dry mortar. Although this pitched stone rectangle had been extensively pierced by
post-mediaeval graves, its former extent and limits were clear within the present nave.
The structural form of the building represented by the platform could not be fully
interpreted, but several post-holes and pads were found close to its edges, indicating a
composite stone and timber building. The position of this structure in the midst of
Cemetery One, and within the nave of the present building, makes it almost certainly a
small chapel or mortuary house.
There were a number of burials associated with this stone platform (referred to as
Cemetery Two) which corroborated its interpretation as the foundation for a late-Saxon
church. They shared the same alignment as the pitched-stone rectangle, they postdated Cemetery One but pre-dated the first phase of the present church. This means
that the Saxon church could not have existed later than about 1050-1100 AD.
The east end of the first chancel of the present church was subsequently built around
the small rectangular structure associated with Cemetery Two. Apart from the physical
proximity of the two buildings, evidence for their nearness in date was provided by the
survival of timbers in the mortuary house at the time the first chancel was built.
The structural beginning of the present church at Kellington can be placed in the period
1080-1130. The outline of the new church was clearly rectangular, consisting of a nave
and chancel, and a tower (Tower One). Parts of both the original nave and chancel are
still incorporated into the present building. The church was built of a mixture of
millstone grit and magnesian limestone, the walls standing on a “foundation” of cobbles
set in sand and rising above a simple, narrow, chamfered plinth which ran around the
exterior of the entire building.
Towards the end of the 12th century, the nave of the church was lengthened westwards
and the first tower was partially dismantled. The new addition was built around it
probably using the salvaged stone from the first tower.
The western extension of the nave was either accompanied or immediately followed by
the building of a new west tower (Tower Two). This was discovered during dismantling
of the present tower which disclosed numerous keying sockets, and the upper part of a
gable end surviving from the extension of the nave around 1200. Tower Two stood on
the site of the present tower (Tower Three) and was short-lived. It probably fell down
due to poor construction on bad ground and was replaced by the present tower around
1250.
The present tower was begun as a three-sided structure which was keyed into the
existing west wall of the church, which in turn incorporated remnants of the west wall of
Tower One dating from about 1100. To begin with, the present tower was unbuttressed, the diagonal buttresses being added in the 14th or 15th century with two
more buttresses subsequently applied to the north west angle, probably during the 19th
century. These buttresses were undoubtedly added to provide stability to a tower which
was continually suffering from on-going structural movement as a result of settlement of
the foundations induced by the weight of the tower
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Stone-by-stone recording prior to the dismantling of the tower produced superficial
evidence for the sequence of buttress construction, and the opportunity to dismantle the
tower under archaeological observation produced evidence not only for the extent of the
alterations, but also for the original features which they superseded, including the
confirmation of the former presence of Tower Two.
Another change made in the 13th century was the addition of a north aisle to the nave -not the present aisle but a narrower predecessor, founded upon a continuous strip
footing of cobbles and magnesian limestone rubble pitched in layers of sand. The north
wall of this early aisle incorporated a door, opposite the south door, in the vicinity of
which several burials of special character were later made.
Further changes included a 14th century chapel adjacent to the north side of the chancel
and a widening of the north aisle, the present walls of which are a result of the Victorian
re-building of 1867, standing on the 14th century substructure of large rectangular
blocks of undressed magnesian limestone. In the 15th century the present vaulted south
porch was added and a series of related alterations was undertaken around the east end
of the building. These included the eastward extension of the chancel and the
construction of a north east chapel.
This north east chapel displays a number of remarkable features. It was of two storeys,
the upper level being a chapel formerly approached from the chancel thorough an arched
door. This chapel had its ritual focus in an alter, now missing, but the existence and
size of it was evidenced by stone brackets which originally projected from the east wall.
The brackets flanked a small, barrel window low down in the east wall which provided
for viewing from the outside into the space beneath the alter slab. This type of window
is known as a “fenestella“, intended to afford a view from the outside of relics inside the
church.
The lower storey of the north east chapel was a subterranean chamber, access being
through an underground doorway in the north wall of the chancel. This doorway was
reached via a steep flight of wooden steps in the north east corner of the chancel which
descended behind the high alter. The room is likely to have been constructed in the 15th
century when the chapel was extended eastwards, but there was no visible evidence of
its existence prior to the commencement of these archaeological excavations. It is
believed to have been filled in and floored-over in the 17th century.
When it was first discovered it was thought to have been a burial chamber, but this
subterranean chamber is now interpreted as a “sacristy” partly because of its access
being restricted from behind the high alter and partly because of the presence of what is
known as a “liturgical oven” in the north side, containing residues of ash, with a flue
above within the thickness of the wall. This oven would have been used for the burning
of consecrated materials which had otherwise been spoiled and could not be simply
thrown away. This discovery is said to have been the best preserved example of a
liturgical oven still in situ; there is apparently one in Bristol Cathedral which has been
converted into a window by having the back removed and replaced with a stained glass
window. Sadly, the Kellington oven could not be preserved in-situ as the subterranean
chamber had to be utilised during the civil engineering works and became an integral
part of the foundations, being filled with the largest concrete block constructed on site.
It is, however, rebuilt in a new home in the tower. It is interesting that in the graveyard
just to the north of the underground chamber, and outside the door which led to the
upper chapel, was found a small stone-lined shaft, constructed rather like a small well.
This is known as a “sacrarium” -- i.e. a consecrated hole for the disposal of holy waste.
The presence of a sacrarium shows history’s reverent care for holy things. When
materials designated for a sacred purpose have completed their use they are returned to
the earth beneath the church building.
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Evidence was also found in some excavated foundations to suggest that there may well
have been a second underground chamber adjacent to the one described above and that
this second chamber may have survived until the Victorian restoration. The second
chamber, if it existed, was destroyed to make way for a heating chamber in 1867.
Outside, meanwhile, burial had been taking place since the 12th century, particularly on
the south side; so much so that here the ground level rose sharply, clearly reflected by
the upward adjustment of plinth levels as the church was extended.
Mediaeval burial inside the church was sparse and what little there was appeared to be
restricted to individuals of high status. One of the most important of these was the socalled “knight’s grave” which retained in pristine condition the sculptured slab, so well
preserved that the mason’s setting out lines are still clear. The design is carved in bold
relief standing approximately 13mm above the stone and consists of a stylised cross with
a sword to the right hand side. It is clear from the style and quality of the carving that
this is from the 14th century.
The Knight himself was buried with an item of unknown material on his chest which
had caused the rib-cage and spinal column to be severely decayed whilst other parts of
the skeleton were better preserved. It can be speculated that this item may well have
been a shield made of leather or other degradable material, which rotted away in the
earth and took the ribcage and spinal chord with it in the process. An examination of
this skeleton showed it to be of an adult male of high status, who had lived on a good
diet in view of the quality of the teeth. He had been buried in a tapered wooden coffin
fastened with large nails and had been wrapped in a shroud, and had a quartz pebble
clasped in his right hand. The burial is dated to the mid 14th century.
Other burials were found at Kellington associated with one or more quartz pebbles,
occasionally held in the hand. The significance of the pebble is not known, but a clue
may be found in the Bible - Revelation 2 verse 17:“To him that overcometh will I give ..... a white stone, and in the stone a
new name written, which no man knoweth saving he that receiveth it”.
It may be tempting to suggest that this Knight had some connection with the Knights
Templar who held the church up to their dissolution in 1312. This would not be
unreasonable considering the preliminary dating by the archaeological team of the
burial and the cover stone to the 14th century, but there is as yet no firm evidence that
this is the case.
With the many changes that took place in the church, the interior appears to have been
totally transformed by about 1700. The “sacristy” appears to have been abandoned in
the 17th century, possibly after a period of decay, and filled with earth, with a simple
wooden floor being laid on top. Several Victorian burials were discovered in the infill
material when the wooden floor was removed in the north east chapel, apparently for
members of a single family, including the remains of a very small child.
The laying of new paving brought an end to the practice of internal burial which had
increased sharply since the 16th or 17th century. Minimum figures for intact graves
within the church are 80 in the nave, 20 in the aisle and 58 in the chancel. The majority
of these were post-mediaeval and the figures certainly under-represent the original
totals because many of the 17th and 18th century burials had been disturbed by the
digging of later graves.
Most of the post-mediaeval burials were made in coffins, some of which were
accompanied by fittings of varying elaborations. Three were in brick-lined shafts capped
by stone slabs, and one of the brick-lined shafts contained a lead coffin with a sealed lid.
This would originally have been a lead-lined wooden coffin, the wood having rotted away
over time. There are only two reasons why people were buried in lead-lined coffins;
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either the body had been buried with some valuable artefacts or the person had died of
some particularly contagious disease such as anthrax or even plague, although the
incidence of plague has been discounted on this site. The intention had been to
transport the lead coffin to York University to be opened under secure and sterile
conditions. Unfortunately, the coffin was uncovered on Friday and suitable transport
was unable to be arranged until the following Wednesday. Over the intervening
weekend there were two attempts to steal the coffin and so the decision was made to reinter the coffin early on Monday morning in the churchyard, under due ceremony
carried out by the vicar, the Reverend Barbara Lydon. A valuable opportunity to
further the possible history of the church was thereby lost.
Outside, burials continued in the ever popular south side, but it was not until the 19th
century that the first graves were dug outside the north aisle. Three brick vaults were
encountered in the angle between the south porch and south west corner of the nave,
and a deep vault was found on the north side of the building in excess of two metres in
depth. Since these deep vaults lay beyond the anticipated range of the building works
they were left undisturbed.
The huge burial population is remarkable for a rural church; the archaeological
excavations have yielded the remains of well over a thousand people. The church must
therefore have had a much wider attraction than the rural community which it served,
as the high number of burials is more in keeping with what might have been expected
from a church in a large urban setting.
One theory for the size of the church by the 12th century in such a rural setting is the
possibility that it was a place of pilgrimage. There are very few churches in the north of
England which are dedicated to St Edmund King & Martyr and there must be a
presumption that for some reason there was a cult following to St. Edmund in the north
at Kellington; the relics on view through the fenestella could well have been pieces of
bone or locks of hair of St Edmund. Whether this cult following began shortly after the
martyrdom of Edmund in the tenth century or later, in the thirteenth century after his
remains were allegedly taken to France, is not known. The archaeological evidence
indicating that the church had probably reached its current size by the late 12th century
might suggest that the earlier date is the most likely date for the beginning of the cult of
St Edmund at Kellington.
The archaeological investigation of St. Edmund, Kellington, has traced ritual use of the
site from a single, possibly pre-Christian, burial under a pile of stones to a large parish
church which is still in use today. Some aspects of the results have received little or no
discussion here, and others await further revelations through the programme of
scientific analysis and future learned publication of the results. This will embrace the
records of both buried and structural deposits, together with finds of flint, pottery, glass,
coins, tokens, metalwork, sculpture, worked stones, and environmental and structural
samples which have been removed to York University for further study.
Of further importance is the enhancement of understanding which has been achieved
through the archaeological monitoring of those parts of the fabric which have been
dismantled or destroyed. Archaeologists are not aware of any similar project which has
taken place in the United Kingdom, and publication of the methodology, as well as the
results, of this aspect of the investigation will make an important contribution in the
future to the development of the archaeological study of ecclesiastical buildings
generally.

Events at the site since the conclusion of the archaeological works fully justified its
undertaking. As predicted, the contractors’ works would have led to the total
destruction of all internal archaeological deposits.
Destruction was similarly
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comprehensive for a distance of two to three metres around and beneath the structure.
In the absence of an archaeological programme, everything described above would have
been destroyed, the bulk of it unrecognised and unrecorded.
Working under extreme pressure and to tight deadlines, all the main aims of the project
were achieved. Only three weeks were available for the preparation and organisation
and it is a great tribute to the professionalism of the archaeological team that the
schedules were adhered to. As well as working on the project the team also did a
tremendous public relations exercise, holding a series of information meetings and
presentations in the village hall and conducting guided tours of the excavations.
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PART FOUR
UNDERPINNING THE CHURCH of St. EDMUND
KELLINGTON
The general description of the church being in “good repair” in the Terrier report of 1684
contrasts sharply with its condition when I first saw it at the end of 1989. In fact, the
tower could only be described then as being structurally unstable. There had obviously
been structural problems with the tower from an early date, which had been countered
by the addition of a variety of tall stepped buttresses, the earliest of which (set
diagonally at the western angles) may be as early as 14th century. Continuing structural
problems at the west end saw yet more buttresses added, probably in the 15th or early
16th century. These buttresses would appear to have arrested what was probably until
then a rather rapid structural distortion of the tower, and movement after that time
would have continued on a much slower scale. Nothing was done to the tower during
the Victorian rebuilding, indicating that the tower was then believed to be relatively
stable. By the 1950’s however, the tower would appear to have been causing some
concern because in 1959 a scheme of grouting the lower part of the tower walls was
undertaken but with only limited success.
A close examination of the church carried out at the end of 1989 revealed the full extent
of the structural distortion, and excavation of trial holes beneath the foundations
showed the reasons for the continual movement which had taken place over a great
many years. A physical ground investigation consisting of trial pits and boreholes sunk
to a depth of approximately 12.5 metres showed the church to be built off a combination
of made ground and loose, fine glacial sands, proved to depths of up to 2.70 metres below
ground level. (For full details of the geology see Appendix 1). The foundations
themselves consisted of cobbles the size of a human fist set into the fine sand. It was
considered that this material had insufficient bearing capacity to withstand the weight
of the church generally, which had led to differential settlement of the structure
particularly in the region of the tower where the weight will be considerably greater
than that of the body of the church.
The worst affected part of the structure was the west tower, with all its walls showing
some bulging in both elevation and plan and with open cracks up to 40mm wide. The
whole tower also had a lean in a south-westerly direction, being out of vertical by
210mm at a point only 6 metres above ground level, whilst the east wall of the North
Chapel (at the opposite end of the church) badly leaned outwards to the east. This
clearly demonstrates the severity of the distortion with extreme elements of the church
moving in opposite directions.
The condition of the church generally, and the nature of the material upon which it was
founded, gave rise to great concern about the continuing stability of the church and how
it might react to the proposed undermining from Kellingley Colliery. For these reasons,
a scheme was devised to maintain the structural integrity of the building and to
minimise any damage which might occur. As a result of those concerns, Husband &
Company, Consulting Engineers and Architects of Sheffield, were commissioned by
British Coal to design a scheme which would maintain the structural integrity of the
church whilst at the same time minimising potential damage caused by undermining.
The greatest cause for concern was, of course, the tower and in view of its poor
structural condition it was considered that there was no alternative but to dismantle
and re-erect it on new foundations. Attempting to carry out any form of repair or
strengthening of the tower in-situ, carried considerable risk of collapse and danger to
anyone working on it. In addition to dismantling and re-erecting the tower on new
foundations, the scheme proposed the provision of independent foundations with jacking
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points under all the remaining walls of the church.
Various options were proposed by the church architects and English Heritage as
alternatives to dismantling and re-erecting the tower and all were given full
consideration. One such proposal was to build a permanent internal steel framework to
the tower on independent piled foundations and to tie this through the tower walls.
This could well have been a possibility, but it was doubtful whether it would have been
successful in strengthening the tower without the need to construct a similar framework
to the outside. Whilst the internal steel cage could have been masked, it would have
detracted from the visual appearance of the interior and access into the tower and up to
the belfry would have been severely restricted. Any external steel frame could not have
been masked and any inevitable damage to the stonework would have required
extensive repair afterwards. For those reasons, the proposal was rejected by the
engineers in favour of the proposal to totally dismantle and re-erect.
As might be expected, the proposal for the tower did not meet with instant approval
from the church authorities; quite the opposite, in fact. English Heritage were
particularly perturbed at the thought of taking down the tower and it took a number of
meetings to convince all concerned that the proposal formed the only viable engineering
solution to the problem. In fact, my inadvertent use of the terms “demolish and rebuild”
in the early stages of negotiation proved to be the stumbling block and opposition
seemed to fade away when these were replaced with the words “dismantle and re-erect”.
Their concession to allow us to dismantle and re-erect the tower did not extended to
other parts of the church however. Whilst the South Porch was not structurally
unsound, its existence posed a major design problem for the engineers because of its
small size and open aspect to the front. Maintaining the structural integrity of the
porch whilst carrying out the underpinning works proved enormously difficult and costly
and, during the course of the works, the porch was the only part of the church which
suffered any damage which needed repair, albeit only minor damage.
On 1st January 1991 the site of Kellington Church was formally handed over by the
archaeologists to the main contractor, Mowlem Northern Limited, and the major civil
engineering works began. Vehicular access to the site for the heavy plant and
equipment had already been provided by laying a hardcore roadway in the field adjacent
to the northern boundary of the church yard. A large area in the field to the west of the
church had also been laid under hardcore for use as a compound, general working area
and site offices.
The civil engineering contract fell simplistically under six main sections:1.

Dismantling the tower;

2.

Constructing new foundations for the tower (including bearings and
jacking points);

3.

Re-erecting the tower on the new foundations;

4.

Underpinning the church walls with a ring beam (including bearings and
jacking points);

5.

The construction of a suspended ground floor slab within the nave of the
church; and finally,

6.

Refurbishment.

Whilst the civil engineering works are hereafter described in that order, it should be
remembered that they were not necessarily carried out in that sequence as works were
carried out simultaneously on all aspects of the project in various areas of the church.
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1. Dismantling the Tower
As previously discussed, the tower was dismantled stone by stone, each stone being
numbered in accordance with previously-prepared working drawings derived from the
photogrametric survey.
The tower was taken down a course at a time, and the stones were carefully laid on
wooden pallets, packed with straw and lowered to the ground by crane, to be stored in a
compound on site and covered with tarpaulin sheets for protection.
Broken stones were carefully repaired on the ground prior to being re-used, and those
damaged beyond repair were replaced with new stones, specially cut to fit into the
“jigsaw”.
Once the tower was down to ground level, the archaeological team returned to record the
foundations and to excavate archaeological remains before the contractor excavated for
the new foundations.

2. Tower Foundations
The reinforced ring beam for the tower was constructed contiguous with that for the
main body of the church. Whilst it might appear from the photographs that this is a
mass concrete foundation, the ring beam does in fact enclose a cellular chamber, in
places six feet high with access via a trap door in the tower floor. This chamber gives
access to the two jacking points under the north west and south west corners of the
tower, and that was its only original purpose. During the course of the work, however, it
was decided that part of this space could be used for the storage of some of the human
remains and other artefacts rather than re-bury them on site. That way, they would be
accessible for further archaeological or pathological study at some time in the future.
Hasty redesign work took place, but had this additional usage been envisaged at the
planning stage, the chamber would undoubtedly have been designed differently to allow
more storage room and easier access.

3. Re-erecting the Tower
The main design criteria for the tower was to re-erect it as near as possible to the “as
found” condition. Some modification was agreed upon however, principally the removal
of the bulges in the walls which had rendered the tower unsafe in the first place, but the
lean and twist had to be built back to remain in keeping with, and to tie into, the
existing distorted church fabric. The “as-found” condition also included the re-creation
of the specific mix of mortar used in the original construction. Several samples of the
existing mortar were sent for laboratory analysis and the different mixtures were recreated on-site to ensure colour match and consistency with the original.
The tower originally had walls over three feet in thickness, consisting of two outer
leaves of stonework with a rubble fill, but in the rebuilding this was replaced with a core
of masonry and concrete to which the external and internal stone leaves were tied with
conventional butterfly wall ties. The stonework is therefore no longer load-bearing and
is in reality nothing other than a cosmetic feature, the strength and load-bearing
capacity now being carried by the core of masonry and concrete.
All the buttresses were built back “as found” because of their historical -- not to mention
architectural -- significance even though, in the new design, they were not structurally
required. In order to facilitate the accurate setting out of the size, shape and angles of
the buttresses during reconstruction, a wooden template was made of the tower’s shape
at ground level before it was completely dismantled.
Re-erection of the tower on the new foundation began using new stonework which would
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be hidden below ground level, with the salvaged stone being pieced together with the
help of the photogrametric drawings. The operation involved the restoration of well over
8,000 individual stones to their exact original position and demanded a very high degree
of organisation and skill on the part of the stonemasons. Some of the artefacts found
during the archaeological excavations are displayed in the reconstructed tower, notably
the Liturgical Oven which is built into the inside face of the north wall.

4. Underpinning the Walls
By far the most complicated part of the operation was the underpinning of the church
walls in-situ with the reinforced concrete ring beam.
In order to facilitate this major operation, it was necessary to first support all the
openings in the church with timber and to brace and shore those parts of the fabric
which were considered particularly vulnerable, especially the east wall which was (and
still is) 240 mm out of plumb.
Needling through the walls was then necessary in order to support them whilst the
foundation material and subsoil was excavated. This in itself was a major task as the
steel beam needles had to be solidly supported both inside and outside the church walls
and it was therefore necessary to design a system of temporary support blocks which
would either form part of the permanent foundation system, or at least were so
positioned that they would not have to be removed at a later stage. This was generally
achieved, although one or two of the blocks did have to be removed in the final scheme of
things. Whilst described as temporary support blocks, they were in fact of quite
considerable proportions in some instances.
The nature of the loose, sandy subsoil made digging easy, but also meant that even the
shallowest excavations had to be shored or sheet piled, and access and working
conditions inside the church very soon became cramped and difficult.
In addition to needling through the walls, it was also necessary to stabilise the bottom
one metre of the walls with a weak sand/cement grout to consolidate the rubble infill
and prevent it from flowing out of the walls during the underpinning.
With all the needling in place, the work of underpinning the walls could commence. This
was done by excavating beneath the walls in sections and casting parts of the ring beam
in two metre lengths working in three separate areas at the same time to maintain
stability of the superstructure. Full contiguous reinforcement was used in the ring
beam, and each section of the beam was connected to its neighbours using 32 mm
diameter screwed couplers tensioned to the required limit using a torque wrench.
At strategic points around the ring beam, chambers were constructed to provide easy
access to the 17 bridge bearings upon which the ring beam was seated to facilitate
future jacking of the superstructure. In many cases the walls of the bearing chambers
were formed by the temporary support blocks.
The bearings used at Kellington are the same type as those used in the construction of
concrete bridges to allow for movement due to expansion and contraction of the concrete
sections; hence the use of the term “bridge bearings”.

5. Suspended ground floor slab
The original design of the ring beam excluded the floor slab, the initial intention being
to relay the internal floors seated independently on the “natural” ground as they always
had been. The difficulty then would have been that with every subsequent jacking
operation the superstructure would have been lifted leaving the floors at their original
level such that they would have to be re-laid and lifted separately involving the trouble
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and expense of stripping out all the church furniture, organ etc., storing the items and
refitting them on completion. Consequently, a suspended reinforced concrete ground
floor slab was laid as an integral part of the ring beam structure which would be jacked
to level along with the ring beam. No separate jacking points were provided for the floor
slab, it being simply suspended between elements of the ring beam. The whole of the
church floor and interior furnishings are seated on this floor slab, and its inclusion in
the construction means that any future jacking operations can be carried out without
having to again dismantle the church furnishings.

6. Refurbishment
In order to facilitate the archaeological survey and the civil engineering works, the
whole of the church interior had been stripped out and the fittings stored for subsequent
reuse. The stained glass windows had been taken to Dean's of York, the bells to Taylor's
of Loughborough, whilst the organ was dismantled and transported to Leeds where it
was overhauled and stored. The pews and associated furnishings were stored off-site in
a dry church warehouse near Wakefield, and many of the gravestones and markers were
stored on site in a specially constructed secure compound, as were the stone pavings
from inside the church. Archaeological artefacts required for further study were
catalogued on site and removed to the University of York, whilst others were
subsequently returned to site and either incorporated into the reconstructed tower for
viewing or stored in the voids in the tower foundations for possible future study.
With the substantial completion of the civil engineering works, it was time to begin the
refurbishment of the church interior although the tower was still being re-erected.
Working to the plans and drawings prepared at the outset, the stone pavings were relaid in their existing positions on top of the suspended floor slab. All the furnishings
were re-fixed in-situ, and the organ was rebuilt.
Externally, the ground was re-established to its “as-found” levels and the gravestones
and markers were carefully re-located to their original positions. It is worth mentioning
here that the modern ground levels around the church are, on average, some 800 mm
above the ground levels which would have existed in the 12th century. This was
discovered from features of the lower wall construction found during excavation, which
would certainly have been visible above ground level when originally constructed.
The ultimate test of the system came when the works were substantially completed and
the whole church was raised by 10mm on its 17 bridge bearings. Small hydraulic jacks,
not unlike car jacks, were inserted between the plates of each bearing and connected to
a central control console from where each jack was raised in a pre-determined sequence
to minimise stresses and strains on the fabric. The gaps between the bearing plates
after the lift were filled with 10mm steel plates and then the jacks were removed,
thereby allowing the church to “settle” solidly onto the bearings. The test lift was
completed without a hitch in a matter of hours.
Having been closed for worship in October 1990 to facilitate the works, the church was
re-opened for worship by Christmas 1991 (although the organ was not operative) and
was formally re-dedicated for worship by the Bishop of Wakefield on 3rd May 1992.
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PART FIVE
DISCUSSION
The total cost of the scheme was not declared by British Coal at the time on the grounds
of “commercial confidentiality” but the costs of individual elements, particularly the
archaeological excavations, were the subject of speculation in the press. In total, the
whole scheme ultimately cost in the region of £1.5 million which was about 20% above
the original estimates. Whilst this seems a huge cost, and it was indeed way beyond
British Coal’s criteria for subsidence costs in relation to a single coal face, it has to be
remembered that there was far more at stake here than just monetary cost. There were
also political and environmental costs to be considered, as well as the potential for
adverse publicity.
Kellingley Colliery, known affectionately as “Big K”, was sunk in 1958 and commenced
full production in 1965 in the Beeston Seam at a depth of about 720 metres.
Development took place in the Silkstone Seam at a depth of about 670 metres in 1978-81
and annual production was around 1.9 million tonnes per annum. By 1988, Kellingley
had hit geological problems underground and there was a need to develop new reserves
very quickly. Untapped reserves existed in large quantities to the north east of the
colliery in an area where coal had never previously been mined, and Kellington Church
sat on top of those reserves. In order to maintain production at the colliery and to
safeguard approximately 2,000 direct and indirect jobs, it was essential to commence
production from a new coal face at the earliest opportunity and this involved extracting
the coal beneath the church. The alternative was to drive underground roadways
beyond the church and to open the first face at a safe distance to avoid damage. This
latter course would have left a long gap in production at Kellingley and was not
considered to be a viable proposition.

It may be worth spending a while to consider further the reasoning which led British
Coal to embark upon such an expensive exercise.
British Coal’s obligations with regard to subsidence damage were, at the beginning,
covered by the “Coal-Mining (Subsidence) Act, 1957” (subsequently replaced by the “Coal
Mining Subsidence Act 1991” during the course of the works). For all practical
purposes, there are no major differences in the two Acts; the latter Act simply enacted
into legislation British Coal’s agreements with Government and a voluntary Code of
Practice which had been in place since 1978. These voluntary codes recognised the fact
that damage was often caused for which there was no legal obligation but which,
nevertheless, created hardship for property owners.
The 1957 Act placed no statutory obligation on British Coal to carry out preventive
works. Such works could be carried out at British Coal’s discretion in cases where it
appeared to them that the occurrence of damage could be prevented or the extent of
damage reduced, but only with the agreement of all other interested parties. As with all
such legislative provisions, such agreement was not to be unreasonably withheld; if
agreement was unreasonably withheld, then British Coal would not be liable for any
subsequent repairs which would not have been necessary had preventive works been
done. Whilst agreement to carry out the works was not withheld by any of the parties,
that agreement was conditional upon British Coal also paying for a full archaeological
survey to be carried out in advance of the works. The question to be considered in this
respect was whether the condition was a reasonable one for the church authorities to
impose.
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The general standard of repair under the 1957 Act was to make a property “reasonably
fit” for the purposes for which it had been used immediately prior to the damage
occurring, and there were provisions for making payments of depreciation where the
“reasonably fit” criteria could not be met. This could and very often did, in practice, fall
far short of restoring a property back to its original condition. The Act did, however,
contain special provisions relating to Ancient Monuments and Listed Buildings whereby
a building of historic, architectural, archaeological or special interest should be restored
to its original condition where it was in the public interest to do so. Indeed, in such
cases, the Act specifically stated that the “reasonably fit” criteria would only be met if
such a property was so restored. Any disputes regarding how far it was in the public
interest were to be referred to the relevant Secretary of State.
Kellington Church clearly fell into the special provisions so the obligation to restore it to
its original condition would have included any rebuilding necessary in the event of a
collapse and there is no doubt that any public interest issue, had one arisen, would have
been exercised in favour of fully restoring a Grade I Listed Building. Similarly, knowing
the condition of the church before mining and not exercising its discretion to carry out
preventive works would have led British Coal to be rightly accused of wilful negligence
or worse.
It was not only the mining legislation which had to be considered, however. Whilst I
was well versed in the requirements of planning legislation and listed building consents,
I had never previously come across “Ecclesiastical Exemption”. To my mind, what was
being proposed at Kellington fell simply within the requirements of a planning and
listed buildings application to the local planning authority, in this case Selby District
Council. Not so. Listed Buildings Consent is not required in respect of ecclesiastical
premises used for ecclesiastical purposes; and as there was no total demolition at
Kellington, planning permission was not required either. Consents for the proposed
works were required only from the Diocesan Advisory Committee (DAC) under what is
known as a Faculty Licence. It was only the rebuilding of the tower itself at the end
which required planning permission. Under the terms of Ecclesiastical Exemption, the
DAC is required to notify “interested parties” of any proposed works being granted a
Faculty Licence and is also required to review the risk of potential loss of archaeological
and historical material. It was under the latter requirement that English Heritage and
the Council for British Archaeology became involved in the discussions and it was they
who first recognised the archaeological implications and advised the DAC that a Faculty
Licence should only be granted with conditions.
Time was not on anyone’s side. The decision had already been made to commence
development of the coal reserves under and beyond Kellington and so the pressure was
on to commence the underpinning works as soon as possible and there was no time for a
lengthy dispute with the church authorities, also involving the Secretary of State, about
whether the “archaeological survey condition” was a reasonable one to impose or not.
British Coal was not even reasonably satisfied in its own mind that the outcome of such
a dispute would be in its favour. The Corporation therefore acquiesced to the condition,
albeit with some initial reluctance, and embraced the cost of the archaeological survey
as a necessary part of the works.
The option to do nothing and to wait and see what, if anything, happened to the church
during mining had been briefly considered, as had the option to try and have the church
de-consecrated and to build a new one more in keeping with modern worship and
numbers attending. In giving consideration to the various options, it was important to
identify the legal obligations and how far it would be in the interests of all concerned to
supplement those obligations by the exercise of discretion as a socially responsible “good
neighbour”. The option to deconsecrate the church, for example, may seem on the face of
it to be a rather severe option and an attempt to minimise liability; but there have been
examples of this being done by British Coal in the past. In a situation where a
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dwindling number of worshippers are faced with the ever-increasing cost of maintaining
an old and largely unsuitable building, they may welcome the opportunity to extinguish
that liability by having a brand-new purpose-designed church building at no cost to
themselves.
Having considered all the options, British Coal gave authority to do whatever was
necessary to secure the structural integrity of the church in the most cost-effective way,
but without the usual constraints on cost; as Head of Subsidence, I was charged with the
responsibility of pulling the whole project together on British Coal’s behalf.
The civil engineers for the project, appointed by British Coal, were Husband and Co. of
Sheffield (who subsequently became part of the Mott MacDonald Group) and the main
contractor, selected by tender, was Mowlem (Northern) Ltd; the work of dismantling and
re-erecting the tower was sub-contracted by tender to Quibell Stonemasons of York. The
church architects, Peter Marshall of York, were also closely involved from the beginning
and they carried out much of the architectural work needed on the project.
The archaeology was done under the auspices of the University of York on a
recommendation by Peter Marshall Architects, and the project leader was Richard
Morris who left the University’s employ shortly afterwards to become Director of the
Council for British Archaeology in York. Archaeological Consultant was Dr Warwick
Rodwell, a well-renowned expert in the field of church archaeology who lives in
Somerset.
It might have been expected that a project of this type would have -- some would say
should have -- received wide media coverage, not only as genuine newsworthy material
but also in an educational or documentary context. The educational and documentary
side was in fact explored, but the lack of planning and preparation time which could be
allowed meant that those parties who might have been interested could not fit the
programming into their already stretched timetables or financial budgets. BBC
Timewatch and English Heritage Educational Unit were both approached by the
archaeological team.
As for being of general newsworthy interest, all the local papers featured some coverage
both before and during the works in progress, notably the Yorkshire Post, and in early
January 1991 the national papers began showing some interest. Unfortunately, other
more important things were emerging at that time and the outbreak of the first Gulf
War put an end to a planned feature in the Sunday Telegraph magazine.
Some excitement was, however, generated by the BBC Look North programme who
planned a feature to be filmed on 31st January, 1991. On that particular day, it was
announced that the John Lewis Company were in financial difficulties and had called in
the receivers, and so the film crew who were to have made the feature on Kellington
were dispatched instead to Leeds to cover that particular news item. All arrangements
to film at Kellington were cancelled at very short notice by the BBC, and no alternative
arrangements were ever made..
In the event, this account and the associated photographic record, together with the
material already produced by the various contributors to the project is, sadly, all that
there is by way of a record of this important period in the history of the development of
the Church of St. Edmund, Kellington. There is justifiable criticism of the lack of a
written record of the early part of the church's history, but hopefully the work facilitated
and paid for by British Coal will fill the gap and leave a written legacy for the church
and future generations.
Many of the artefacts and skeletal remains from the archaeological excavations were
removed to York University for further research and technical study with the intention
that the results would ultimately be published. Indeed, it was part of the verbal
undertaking given by British Coal at the outset that finance would be available after the
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completion of the works on site to continue the research and to publish the findings.
Unfortunately events, both political and commercial, overtook the finalisation of the
project. The coal industry was privatised in 1994 and British Coal effectively ceased to
exist. Kellingley Colliery and its assets and liabilities were taken over by RJB Mining
Ltd, including the benefit of the extensive and costly works carried out at Kellington
Church. Further panels of coal were worked which affected Kellington Church and
caused some tilting of the church but no structural damage; RJB jacked the church back
to level following those workings.
As British Coal was a nationalised industry, the costs of the work were effectively
underwritten by the taxpayer although it must be remembered that there was a vast
commercial gain from the value of the coal recovered as a result. There was, however,
great risk involved but the opening of the new reserves north east of Kellingley Colliery
secured its future for at least a further 15 years. Whether such costly preventive works
and the associated risk would have been funded by a privatised coal industry is another
matter.
Following privatisation, RJB Mining (later to become UK Coal) did not feel that they
had any obligation, legal or moral, to fund the further research and to pay for publishing
the results. Many of the artefacts were, therefore, returned to the church and stored in
the chamber beneath the rebuilt tower and, as far as I am aware, there are no plans to
continue the research in the foreseeable future.
During the course of the project from the end of 1989 to the beginning of 1992, I and my
colleagues at British Coal took over 4,000 photographs. From those 4,000 I selected
approximately 350 to be considered for use in the illustration of the original technical
talk and I ultimately had about 200 made into slides, of which less than a half have
been used in the talk. The original photographs were in a well-labelled box and still in
British Coal’s possession when I left at privatisation in 1994 but seem to have
disappeared since. I have made extensive enquiries of both the Coal Authority (the
successor to British Coal) and UK Coal, who have ownership of Kellingley Colliery since
privatisation; the box of photographs cannot be found. My archive of slides, therefore,
seems to be the only photographic record left of British Coal’s involvement.
Perhaps this loss of the original photographic record serves to show that, to British Coal
at least, the whole exercise was just a commercial necessity and that it was time to move
on to the next commercial proposition once this project was completed. To me, this
project represented the highlight of 30 very happy years with British Coal – the
opportunity to be involved at first hand in a subject dear to my heart; the unearthing of
a story worth telling which might otherwise never have been revealed.
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Appendix 1
THE GEOLOGY AROUND KELLINGTON
The “one inch to one mile” geological map of the area published by the Ordnance Survey
(Sheet 78, Wakefield) shows the site to be underlain by an unspecified thickness of
glacial sands and gravels with the Lower Red Sandstone, or Bunter Sandstone, at some
depth. The map suggests that the Bunter Sandstone could be up to 75 metres thick and
separated from the coal measures strata below by about 150 metres of Permian
limestones and marls.
The surface geology of the site was proved to a depth of approximately 12.5 metres by a
series of trial pits and boreholes before the design work began. The surface geology was
proved as follows:-

a.

topsoil approximate thickness 0.3 metres

b.

made ground to depths of between 1.3 and 1.7 m below ground level
very loose, organic, silty sand, dark brown in colour with some angular
gravel and cobbles of limestone. Some bone fragments were found in the
trial pits.

c.

glacial sand and gravels to depths between 1.5 and 2.7 m bgl
loose to medium dense sand, buff to brown colour with clay in parts and
angular gravels.

d.

weathered bunter sandstone to depths between 3.5 and 4.4 m bgl
medium dense sand, dark reddish brown in colour, with occasional bands
of firm to stiff, reddish brown, clay.

e.

bunter sandstone proved to the bottom of all boreholes
thinly bedded, medium grained sandstone, dark reddish brown in colour,
with occasional mudstone bands.
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Appendix 2
THE ORIGIN OF THE NAME KELLINGTON
In the Domesday Survey of 1086 the name is spelt Chel(l)inctone which, by 1191, was
being spelt Killington in the Pipe Rolls. In his book “The Concise Oxford Dictionary of
English Place Names”, Eilert Ekwall tells us that the Old English word “tun” meant an
enclosure or possibly fence, and places ending with the word tun or its derivatives were
undoubtedly places of habitation – usually a homestead or village surrounded by a
fence. The element “-ing-” in most English place names means “the people of” and is a
shortened form of the Old English word “ingas”, denoting descendants or dependants of
a certain person. “Ingas” in a name is the most ancient form of the earliest Anglo-Saxon
settlements.
So we have Cylla – a man’s name (pronounced Killa); “-ing-“ meaning “the people of”;
and “-tun-” meaning homestead; put them together and you have Cylla-ing-tun (“The
homestead of Cylla’s people”). It is easy to see how this could have been later corrupted
into the spelling Chelinctone (Domesday Survey 1086), to Killington (Pipe Rolls 1191)
and to the more modern spelling of Kellington.
There is also a place named Kelling in Norfolk, spelt as Chillinge around 970. It
appears as Challinga in the Domesday Survey of 1086 and Kellinges in the Pipe Rolls of
1177 and 1191. The Old English word “Cyllingas” is interpreted by Ekwall to mean “the
homestead of Cylla’s family”.

Who was Cylla?
From the History of Shotton, Deeside @ www.angelfire.com/fl/shotton/history1.html
“One thousand Years ago, in A.D. 1000, a Saxon crofter by the name of Cylla
(pronounced Killa) cleared an area of woodland and began to build a smallholding for
himself and his wife. As the years passed by, in order to feed his growing family, this
smallholding was extended until it had become a farmstead with a cluster of small huts
with thatched roofs. The farm stood near the crossroads of four cart tracks. One led
north to the salt-marsh, one south to the Ewloe hills, one east to Eston (Aston) Manor,
and the fourth west to Wepre. To the local inhabitants and travelling traders the farm
became known as "Cyllingas," the homestead of Cylla's family, but to Cylla it would
always be "Schot-tun," his farmstead in the glade.”
“This account of course is a rather romanticised version of the founding of the town of
Shotton. Just how and when the story of Shotton began will always remain a mystery.
The account given above, however, may not be entirely fictitious. We will never know if
Cylla was the first settler in ancient Shotton, but the name, which survives today in the
form of Killin (Killin's Farm/Killin's Lane), has existed in the town for many centuries.
The historian Richard Willet suggested that "Killin" derives from "Celyn", the Welsh
word for holly, but for a number of reasons this is now considered to be incorrect.”
There are many places in England whose name would appear to have derived from a
person named Cylla:- Kellington, Kelling and Shotton as discussed above as well as
Kilburn near London [www.brent-heritage.co.uk/kilburn.htm] and Kelham in
Nottinghamshire. [www.gwp.enta.net/ nottarticle.htm]
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Appendix 3
DETAILS OF THE DISTURBED MONUMENTS
The following is a list of the memorial stones in the immediate vicinity of the church
which were removed before the works commenced and reinstated on completion. The
list has been compiled partly from information contained in the Monumental Inscription
Books transcribed in 2003 by members of the Pontefract & District Family History
Society and uses their numbering system for ease of cross-referencing.

No.
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
59
62
63
71
72
73
74
82
93
95
100
101
111
116
117
126
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
145
146
147
148
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Date
1928
1740
1743
1918
1834
??
1779
1791
1804
1833
1844
1919
1787
1761
1837
1828
??
??
1735
1805
1905
1925
1861
1846
1856
1860
1849
1848
1860
1838
1845
1804
1817
1822
1737
1766
1867
??
1867
1820

1st Burial
Annie Addy
Luke Paul
Marmaduke Paul
Phyllis Shepherd
Thomas Greaves
??
Philadelphia Wise
Eliza Wise
Philadelphia Eamonson
Elizabeth Leng
Thomas Ray??
Lucy Robinson
John Smith
George Illingworth
William Horseman
John Bellwood
??
Emlday Dunn
Joseph Hollings
James Bean
Catherine Oxley
Florence Fentiman
William Earnshaw
William Earnshaw
John Beckwith
Wiiliam Earnshaw
Elizabeth Beckwith
Sarah Browbridge
Alice Burton
Robert Coward
Thomas Leng
Robert Coward
Mary Coward
Robert Coward
Frances Hutchinson
Sarah Coward
Benjamin Watson
Thomas Dickon
Emma Illingworth
Thomas Phillips
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Disturbed Monuments (Continued)
No. Date 1st Burial
150 ??
??
170 1844 Thomas Coates
171 1834 Robert Foulds
172 1827 Catherine Barker
183 1831 William Dickon
184 1859 Thomas Dickon
205 1858 William Dickon
206 1805 Thomas Dickon
207 1853 John Dickon
221 1853 John Dickon
222 ??
??
224 18?? Mary Vandravat
230 1810 Thomas Shearburn
231 1802 Sarah Shearburn
238
The Stone Cross
239 1789 Francis Eadon
245 1771 Robert Leake
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